
Cauthor  is  multimedia  contents  automatically 

authoring system. PowerPoint slide and video-

linked  multimedia  contents  can  be  created 

automatically by CAuthor. 

Usage 

Use CAuthor 

 If you don’t have time to design and develop 

 If you don’t know how to make HTML and video
-linked multimedia contents 

 Very easy to use 

 You just need presenting with PowerPoint slide 
in front of digital video camera, Cauthor 
system will create an internet & video content 
automatically 

Make the multimedia contents linked with video is a difficult task. Developer must have html 

and video knowledge, using development tools, spend time to complete the task，If your company 

do not have the developer, or developer just have other work to do, then you will have 

trouble. 

With CAuthor, you can make multimedia contents automatically by yourself.  

Easy to use 

You just need presenting with PowerPoint slide in front of digital video camera, then 

the multimedia content will be created automatically as you end presenting. Do not 

need designer and developer to do that, you can do it by yourself. 

Sample contents image  (contents created by Cauthor) 

World has been inseparable from the information technology, and Video/Audio multimedia contents 

is the most intuitive and easy access. 

When you're going to speech at the seminar or present at the conference, would not you expect to 

make a record of that with multimedia contents? 

Don’t not you think to use multimedia contents in your company's staff training will be very effi-

cient?  Yes, but... 
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Create PowerPoint slide and video-linked multimedia contents easily 



Cauthor sample1 

Now, records of the important meeting of the company conferences is a must 

request. With CAuthor, meeting can be recorded and stored easily to multimedia 

contents, so it's can be easily to distributed and stored. 

Record of Seminar, Meeting 

Multimedia-introduction of new products can be quickly and simply created with 

CAuthor, and you can send it to salesman by CD/DVD data or broadcasting through 

the internet. 

Cauthor sample2 

CMIITech Software Product 

Schools  or  training  institutions  can  use  CAuthor  easy  to  make  multimedia 

training  contents,  and  send  the  contents  (CD/DVD  data)  to  students  ,  or 

broadcasting through the Internet. 

Cauthor sample3 

Companies can quickly and easily make staff training multimedia contents with 

PowerPoint slide and video linked, and distribute the training contents to staff 

with CD/DVD data or from internet. 

Cauthor sample4 

(Optional） presentation 

Digital video camera 

（Including in Cauthor product） 

Laptop + Cauthor Application + 
Office PowerPoint  + other  sup-

port software 

（Including in Cauthor product） 

Cable 

Multimedia contents created by 

Cauthor  automatically  (link 

presentation video and Power-

Point  slide,  contents  will  be 

generated as your presentation 

finishing) 

Monitor output 

Configuration 

Department stores, Shopping malls 

Education  

Training in company 


